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The shadow map algorithm more directly answers, is there another object between the light and the fragment point (for each light source). Recall shadow 
rays from Ray tracing, which answer that exact question. How do you incorporate the shadow ray in rasterization pipeline? We have done this before. 

After all, a rendering pass of this pipeline amounts to casting one ray per pixel (or per sample). However, we would not render from the point of view of 
each fragment to find just one pixel corresponding to the shadow ray. 

On the other hand, all shadow rays (from different fragments) converge on the light. If a ray from light-source in the direction of the fragment hits that 
fragment first, there is no shadow from that light. Shadow-map accomplishes this.

Shadow map is simply the rendering of the scene from the point of view of the light source (one per light source). This is precomputed every time the light 
moves with respect to the objects, meaning shadow shape/position changes. If only the viewer camera (Eye) moves, no re-computation is necessary. The 
remaining questions to answer are:
1. What are rendering parameters for shadow map generation?
2. From which shadow map pixel to look up depth value (and how)?
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Shadow Map Generation

! Render to texture 
! Depth only (see glDrawBuffer()) 

! Light-camera position is that of  light 
! Direction: 

! Image should cover rays in all directions 
! Cube map: use six directions towards faces of  a cube 

centered on the camera 
! This also suggests the field of  view: 90° 

! Near and far? 
! Clipping could be a problem, choose so occluders are 

not clipped 
! View-port/Framebuffer size? 

! ‘Large enough’
3

What would you change for directional light?
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glFramebufferTexture2D(GL_FRAMEBUFFER, 
                                        GL_DEPTH_ATTACHMENT, ..
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! Render to texture 
! Depth only (see glDrawBuffer()) 

! Light-camera position is that of  light 
! Direction: 

! Image should cover rays in all directions 
! Cube map: use six directions towards faces of  a cube 

centered on the camera 
! This also suggests the field of  view: 90° 

! Near and far? 
! Clipping could be a problem, choose so occluders are 

not clipped 
! View-port/Framebuffer size? 

! ‘Large enough’
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For render to texture, review 
glFramebufferTexture2D(GL_FRAMEBUFFER, 
                                        GL_DEPTH_ATTACHMENT, ..

Also: geometry shader has a feature that can 
render to all faces in the same pass: 

         See variable gl_layer



Shadow Map Look-up

! Find x,y to look up in shadow map 
! Unproject fragment (i, j) to Light space  

! Fragment depth in camera space is known 
! Project into light’s image space 

! Let the projected values be (x, y, z) 

! x and y may not be integers 
! If  shadow map is in texture, use texture 

interpolation 
! Fetch Depth buffer/texture (SM.z) 

! Compare projected z with stored z 
! SM.z < z ⇒ fragment in shadow

The algorithm is simple enough. How do you un-project a fragment? If the fragment is in clip space, multiplication with (P.MV)-1 will fetch world space, 
which can then be transformed to light’s pseudo-camera. Or, instead, the pseudo-camera parameters can be passed as Uniforms. Now, the world-space 
coordinates can be transformed to real camera as well as pseudo-camera in vertex shader and interpolated in fragment shader. This directly provides 
light-camera’s (x,y,z) in the fragment shader. (See textureProj for perspective divide in texture look up.)

(x, y, z) can also be seen as a direction from the light position (which is 0,0,0 in pseudo-camera coordinate system). It can be used directly in cube-map 
look up. 

What can go wrong?
1. The shadowing object could be clipped out
2. The SM.z == z for a lit fragment. Precision could be a problem
3. How many texels in shadow-map are enough? Is shadow map aliased?



Shadow Map Aliasing

The easiest solution for occluder clipping is to ensure near = nearest and far = furthest occluder. 

A common solution for Z precision problems is to offset the fragment’s Z value used to compare with SM.Z. Moving it closer to light would give the right 
result for objects not in shadow, as well as objects well behind its shadow-causing occluder (with respect to the light). How much to offset? Even a small 
offset could, for example, be a problem where the shadow of an object is sometimes touching the object (like in the image above), or near the silhouette of 
object (from the light’s camera). Sometimes using n.l 
to increase bias where the angle is high helps. Another solution may be to use more Z precision in harder areas, but this remains an open problem.

Increasing the shadow-buffer size should reduce aliasing artifacts, as shown in this picture. However, there can always be objects in the shadow map that 
are far from the light, leading to a small number of projected texels in the  shadow-map. If these objects are near the viewer camera, these texels get 
magnified. Texture interpolation helps only somewhat.

One solution is known as cascading shadow maps. Where occluders (i.e, scene geometry) are divided into 4-5 sets, and a different shadow map is created 
for each set, with parameters tuned for that set. But the resolution mismatch is not just about the distance of the object from the light but also its 
orientation. 

A more complex method known as perspective shadow maps tries to do it all within the same map, but the resolution is not constant everywhere. The 
intuition behind the idea is that objects that may be perspectively small in the light’s camera, be scaled up during the shadow-map rendering pass. This 
allows them to occupy more texels in the shadow-map texture.



Shadow Map Aliasing

single texel 
i.e., single shadow map pixel



Shadow Map Aliasing

Filtering



Perspective Scaling in 
Shadow Map
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dp / ds = V.n |L| / (n.L |V|)

The details of the algorithm are skipped here but the main idea is demonstrated in this slide. if dp/ds > 1, shadow-map resolution may be wasted. If dp/ds < 
1, resolution is insufficient. Of course, this arithmetic is not independent of the viewer’s camera. (Alternatively, one can try to scale objects in the shadow 
map independent of the view-space, but that could lead to unnecessary scale-down of some objects.) Can you think of some ways to improve shadow 
maps?


